ANTHONY   EDEN
anxious. The world had to pay close attention to this extra-
ordinary man's neuroses. It was reported that he was in a
difficult and intransigent mood.
The Daily Telegraph political correspondent understood
that the very rare course of summoning a Cabinet on Sunday
evening would be avoided, although a Monday morning
meeting seemed probable. There was no actual or visible
crisis, but opinion in the lobbies was gloomy. The Foreign
Affairs Committee, which included about one hundred
Government supporters, had met on the Thursday evening,
and the burden of its opinion was that the Government
should be strongly supported if it decided to adopt a
vigorous attitude in dealing with the situation. No
formal resolution was passed, but the attitude adopted
was conveyed to Ministers. ' Private representations were
made in favour of some move which would tend to
counter the alarm created in Europe by the Nazi treat-
ment of Austria.'
On the Friday night Chamberlain had been speaking
in Birmingham, and Eden in Kenilworth. There was
no hint of schism in the Cabinet. The Times diplomatic
correspondent gave a detailed account of Grandi's visit
to Downing Street on Friday morning when he con-
ferred with the Prime Minister and Eden.1 He had brought
no reply from the Italian Government about the control of
volunteers. In the earlier talks it had been emphasized that
* the Italian support on this point would make much easier
the discussion of Anglo-Italian relations in general'. The
correspondent added that * in the absence of a reply to these
particular questions the more general issue of the Anglo-
Italian relations was discussed—not simply Abyssinia or the
Bari broadcasts, but the whole balance of power in the
Mediterranean. It is emphasized that yesterday's conversa-
tion should not be expected to produce immediately any
1 This conversation was described as ' the most important of a series held during
the last fortnight between the British Government and Count Grandi.'
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